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Tests of an Inversion Algorithm for Spectrally Resolved Limb Radiance Profiles
INTRIODUCTIION AND) SUMMARY
Spectraliv resolved inifrared radiance pro files of the Earth's lin-b can be inye itel to :iht in veortical di st i hut i. ns lf temnpe rature and s pe cies concent ration.
TIhe at mis pher bce low appr'oxinr atelv 70 km.l where I T E prevails and the undis -:no i red COI (' i st ri hit ion is kna; c-an he probe d Using broadband linib measureIwi~ts, as iicrcistr11ed by hlozse alnd Ohring, 1 cille et al, 2 Russell t al, and
Tth'-~.'ie r'Ide Ii racris in ')f spectral resnlut ian offe rs the potential of obtaining
iit~tthritrit.-in'r'rnatirr irr the non-Ill1J' altitude regimle. 
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The process is iterated until the solution prowf'ile has converged.
The purpose of this study is to examine further the inversion capabilities of the relaxation method used in ZSNS, and to determine its sensitivity to noise. We were interested particularly in answering the following questions:
(a) How accurately can the method recover sharply-peaked IV distributions'? In the limb x' iewing geometrv, a laver far below the peak is observed through much denser layers above it.
(b) flow accurately ('atn the teniperature profile be recovered when there is noise in the data') The temperature profile recovered in ZSNS ha large, noise-like excursions.
These questions were answered by generating svnthetic' spectral limb radiance profi es and then inverting them, both before and after the ad dition of 0oriallv distributed pseudo -randiom numbers representing noise. \We used t be NO fondamental (Ax 1) hand and assuned that ground state NO is opticallv thin for the ,oreplete range of tangent paths involved in the sinmilations, which corresponded to tangent heights between 85 and 130 kmi. '[1us. the equoations used for the direc.t omputation of radiance, spe'tral radiance and the relaxed gutess a re t1osf' givon in ZSNS. The inversion method modified to handle the non-optically-thin case (and 1o recover ground state as well as excited state iensit') Aould be expected to have S a slightlv higher sensitivity to no ise than will he iicated by the present results.
In the noise-free simulations, the ' xc it *d NO verti cal deisity profile a'as represented by a Gaussian function and also bv a doiihle-peaked distribution wilich
Is the sum ')f two (aussians.
'he arIde I white spectral ti olei hal t%,o different t'11is levels, ''r'es-
The excited NO density profile NO (H) was retrieved by inverting the synthetic limb profile of band radiance (integrated spectral radiance), whereas the temperatre inversion used 13 profiles of spectral radiance. As in the ZSNS study, the I fi' i stilts of the sito lations are displaved in graphs in the following section. 
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The results emphasize the importance of achieving high signalto-noise in limb spectral radiance measurements, and also of considering the tradeoffs between spectral resolution and signal-to-noise. This study did not consider the effects of smoothness constraints on the inversion solutions, which might reduce considerably the S/N requirement.
RESULTS OF SIMULATION
The single -peaked Gaussian distribution used to .epresent the excited density * profile NO (I) in the simulations is given by
where NO ha.s the units i-and the altitude 11 is in kilometers. The densitv * profile peaks at 115 kn and is e -times the peak value at 110 and 120 kn altitude.
The double-peakod distribution, given by .igure 3 compares the single-peaked "actual" or model NO* distribution and the corresponding retrieved profile when no noise has been added to the synthetic hand radiance profile. However, the synthetic band radiances were rounded to four significant figures before they were inverted. Note that the error is significant only at the lowest altitudes, where NO (H) is less than 0.01 times the peak NO . Figure 4 shows that the error has essentially the same behavior for the double-peaked case. ~' 
